Abstract. Presented in this paper is a method of constructing a compact semigroup 5 from a compact semilattice Xand a compact semigroup T having idempotents contained in X. The notions of semigroups (straight) through chains and (straight) through semilattices are introduced. It is shown that the notion of a semigroup through a chain is equivalent to that of a generalized hormos. Universal objects are obtained in several categories including the category of clans straight through a chain and the category of clans straight through a semilattice relative to a chain. An example is given of a nonabelian clan S with abelian set of idempotents E such that S is minimal (as a clan) about E.
Introduction.
In their book Elements of compact semigroups K. H. Hofmann and P. S. Mostert present a technique for constructing a compact topological semigroup called a generalized hormos beginning with a totally ordered compact chain. Hofmann and Mostert raise the question of whether the compact chain can be replaced by a compact topological semilattice [2, p. 160] . The purpose of this paper is to present one method for constructing semigroups from such semilattices.
In §3 we give a definition of a semigroup through a chain and prove that the class of such semigroups coincides with the class of generalized hormi.
In §4 we generalize the concept of a semigroup through a chain to the concept of a semigroup through a semilattice. Such semigroups consist of a generalized hormos through a chain in the semilattice united with homomorphic images of the generalized hormos through translates of the chain. Although we do not give a general construction for all semigroups through a semilattice, we do construct a universal one for a fixed semilattice and generalized hormos.
In §5 we consider a slightly different class of semigroups and again construct a universal semigroup in this class.
Commutative semigroups which are irreducible about their idempotents are examples of semigroups through semilattices. We briefly discuss this class of examples in §6.
Preliminaries.
Throughout this paper ^ will denote the 3^ quasi-order on a semigroup S, i.e. a^b if and only if Sla<=S1b and a51c¿»51. The set of elements which are Jt-(S¡-) equivalent to a fixed xe S will be denoted by H(x) (D(x)). [December Definitions of the 2 and Jf relations are given in [2, p. 29] . If y e S, we set L(y) = {zeS:zúy}, U(y) = {z e S : y í z}.
We note that if S is a semilattice (a commutative, idempotent semigroup), then the Jf quasi-order coincides with the natural partial order on S defined by e^/if and only if ef=e.
If S is a semigroup, we denote the set of idempotents of 5 by E(S). An iseomorphism is a mapping from a topological semigroup S into a topological semigroup S' which is both an isomorphism and a homeomorphism. A clan is a compact, connected topological semigroup with identity.
3. A characterization of generalized hormi. Throughout this section only X will denote a compact, totally ordered topological semilattice with maximal element 1 and minimal element z.
Definition 3.1. The pair (S, <f>) is a semigroup through X if S is a compact topological semigroup with identity and <j> ¡s an iseomorphism from X into S satisfying (a) <£ (1) is the identity of S and <j>(z) is in the minimal ideal of S,
If, in addition, <f>(X) = E(S), then (S, <j>) is a semigroup straight through X. If S is connected, then (S, <f>) is a clan through X. Definition 3.2. If (Si, <j>x) and (S2, <j>2) are semigroups through X, then a homomorphism from (Su <j>-¡) into (S2, <f>2) is a homomorphism a from S1 into S2 satisfying a<j>1 = <j>2. If a is an iseomorphism onto S2, then (Sl5 4>{) and (S2, <f>2) are iseomorphic.
In some cases where no ambiguity arises, no explicit mention is made of <f> and S is referred to simply as a semigroup through X. In this case we denote <f>(x) by ex.
We now show that the concepts of a generalized hormos and a semigroup through a chain are the same. We begin with the following lemma: Lemma 3.1. Let S be a semigroup through X. Then (1) for each xe X, D(ex) = H(ex) andex is in the centralizer of S; (2) for each x, y e X such that x^y, L(ey) n U(ex) is a compact subsemigroup of S with identity ey, group of units H(ey), and minimal ideal H(ex). Hence ex is in the centralizer of S. If r, s e U(ex), then exr, exs e H(ex). Thus exrexs = exrs e H(ex) and so rs e U(ex).
Since L(ey) = eySey, L(ey) is also a semigroup with identity ey. Hence L(ey) n U(ex) is a semigroup with identity ey and group of units H(ey). Since wex, exw e H(ex) for every w e U(ex), we conclude that H(ex) is the minimal ideal of L(ey) n U(ex).
In the following all references will be to Hofmann and Mostert [2] . The omitted definitions and terminology may be found therein. Theorem 3.1. Let X be a compact, totally ordered topological semilattice. Then there exists an iseomorphism </> such that (S, cf>) is a semigroup through X if and only if S is a generalized hormos with totally ordered space X.
Proof. Assume that (S, </>) is a semigroup through X. We set X'={x e X : [y, x] = { v, x} for some y <x}. The unique element y with this property is denoted by x'. For each x e A", we set S'x =L(<f>(x)) n U(cb(x')). For each x $ A", we set S'x=H(cf>(x)). For each x, y e X with x :£ y we define m'xy(s) = cf>(x)s. Finally, we set Sx = x x S'x and define mxy as a suitable modification ofm'xy. It follows from (1) of Lemma 3.1 that mxy is a homomorphism and from (2) that Sx is a compact semigroup with identity 4>(x).
By techniques which closely parallel those of Hofmann and Mostert (see [2, 5.7, pp. 143-144] ), one can show that (X, Sx, mxy) is a chainable collection and that the function from GHorm (A, Sx, mxy) onto S defined by f((x, s))=s is an iseomorphism.
Conversely, suppose S=GHorm(X, Sx,mxy). Define </> from X into S by </>(x) = u" where ux is the identity of Sx. Then cf> is an iseomorphism, 0(1)= 1, and 4>(z) is in the minimal ideal of S. If t e Sy for x < y, then tux and uxt are elements of Hx = H(ux) , and hence ux^t. If t e Sz for some z^x, then uxt = uzuxt = uzt=t. Similarly tux = t and hence t^ux. Thus if ux e </>(X), then S=L(ux) u U(ux). Hence (S, cf>) is a semigroup through X.
The iseomorphism <f> defined in the second part of this proof is called the natural mapping of X into GHorm (A", Sx, mxy).
Theorem 3.1 sometimes provides a convenient formulation for generalized hormi.
Corollary 3.1.1. The homomorphic image of a generalized hormos is a generalized hormos.
Proof. Let S be a generalized hormos and let g be a continuous homomorphism from S onto T. By Theorem 3.1 there exists an iseomorphism <j> from X into S such that^S, </>) is a semigroup through X. We set Y={g<f>(x) : x e X}. If i denotes the injection of y into T, then it is easily checked that (T, i) is a semigroup through Y. Hence by Theorem 3.1 Tis a generalized hormos with totally ordered space Y.
4. Construction of universal semigroups through a semilattice. Throughout the remainder of this paper X will denote a compact topological semilattice with identity 1 and zero z and C will be a closed chain in X containing 1 and z.
Definition 4.1. The triple (S, S', </>) is a semigroup through X relative to C if S is a compact topological semigroup with identity, 5" is a closed subsemigroup containing the identity, and </> is an iseomorphism from X into S satisfying (a) (S', 0| C) is a semigroup through C, (b) <I>(X) is contained in the centralizer of S',
[December If in addition faX) = E(S) and faC) = E(S'), then (S, S', fa is a semigroup straight through X relative to C. The semigroup (S, S', fa through X relative to C is a clan through X relative to C if S and S' are connected.
Definition 4.2. If (Su S[, fa) and (S2, S2, </i2) are semigroups through X relative to C, then a homomorphism from (Si, S2, ^i) into (S2, SI, </<2) is a homomorphism a from Sj into S2 such that a|S( is a homomorphism from (S[, fa,\C) into (S2, <A2|C) and the following diagram is commutative:
Definition 4.3. Let (T, fa be a fixed semigroup through C. We will denote bŷ (X, C, T, fa the category whose objects are semigroups (S, S', fa through X relative to C such that (S', faC) and (2", fa are iseomorphic. The morphisms from (Si, S[, faj to (S2, S2, i/i2) are homomorphisms a from (Si, Sj, i/<i) into (S2, S2, i/>2) such that a\S[ is an iseomorphism from (S[, faj\C) onto (S2, </<2|C). Definition 4.4. A universal object in a category # is an object X of ^ such that for every object F of ^, horn (Z, F) is nonvoid.
Remarks. In view of Definition 4.1 (c), each morphism in the categorŷ (X, C, T, fa is a surmorphism and hence an epimorphism. Therefore, a universal object in ^(X, C, T, fa) is a semigroup (S, S', fa) through X relative to C with (S', t/r|C) iseomorphic to (T, fa such that if (Si, S[, fa) is any other such, then there exists a homomorphism a from (S, S', </>) onto (Si, Si, fa) such that a|Si is an iseomorphism from (S', faC) onto (Si, </>i|C). The proof of the next theorem can be considered as a method of constructing a semigroup from a semilattice X and a generalized hormos F by joining each x e X to z by a homomorphic image of /(which is again a generalized hormos by Corollary 3.1.1). In fact, one needs only to start with a semilattice and a chainable collection as the two corollaries indicate. 4.1.1. Let (ê = {C, Sx, mxy} be a chainable collection and let <f> be the natural map from C into GHorm (C, Sx, mxy). Then there exists a semigroup (S, S', fa through X relative to C such that (S', faC) is iseomorphic to (GHorm (C, Sx, mxy), fa. Corollary 4.1.2. Let cê = {C, Sx, mxy} be a chainable collection such that Sx is cylindrical for each xeC and let <f> be the natural map from C into Horm (C, Sx, mxy).
Then there exists a semigroup (S, S', 0) straight through X relative to C such that (S', 0| C) is iseomorphic to (Horm (C, Sx, mxy), 0).
Proof of Theorem 4.1. The method of proof is to define a congruence <€ on the semigroup XxT in such a way that the quotient semigroup (XxT)l'ë' has the desired properties. For convenience we consider C as a subset of T by identifying C with its image under <f> in T. Let & and J be the binary relations ónix T defined by & = {((/ r), (g, s)) ■ for some fli, «2, a3 e C, ax < r ^ a2, ax ^ s ^ a3, axf= a2f = axg = a3g, and axr = axs}, J = {((/, r), (g, s)) : r = s and for some ae C,r S a and a/ = ag}.
Let ?=#u£
We proceed to show that ^ is a closed congruence on XxT. Simple subnet arguments using the facts that C and the graph of ^ are closed yield that both 0> and J are closed; hence <€ is closed. Since C contains 1, 3. is reflexive and hence # is. That ^ is symmetric follows from the obvious fact that both 9* and 3 are symmetric. Next we show that ^ is transitive.
Fix ((/ r), (g, s)) and ((g, s) , (h, t)) in if. That ((/ r), (h, t)) is in ^ will be verified by examining the following four cases: Case 1. ((/ r), (g, s)) e 0> and ((g, s), (h, t)) e 0>. In this case there exist ax, a2, a3, bx, b2, b3 e C such that ax^r^a2, ax^s^a3, bx^s^b2, bx^t^b3, axf=a2f=axg = a3g, bxg = b2g = bxh = b3h, axr = axs, and bxs = bxt. Let cx=axbx, c2 = a2, and c3 = b3. Since a1¿»1 = min {ax,bx} we have cx^rSc2 and cx^t^c3. Hence, cxf=c2f=cxh = c3h. Finally, axr = axs implies axbxr = axbxs and bxs = bxt implies axbxs = axbxt. Therefore, cxr = axbxr = axbxt = cxt and it follows that ((fr),(h,t))e&>.
Case 2. ((fr),(g,s))e3 and ((g, s), (h, t)) e 3. Here r = s = t and there exist a, b e C such that rf^a, r^b, af=ag, and bg = bh. Let c = ab. Then r^c and c/=cä so that ((/ r), (h, t)) e 3.
Case 3. ((/ r), (g, s)) eSfi and ((g, s), (h, t)) e 3. There exist ax, a2, a3,aeC such that ax^r^a2, ax^s^a3, axf=a2f=axg = a3g, axr = axs, s = t^a, and In order to complete the proof that ^ is a congruence, we show that A& u ^Ac1^. Fix ((/, r), (g, s)) e^ and (h, t)e XxT. Then there exist au a2, a3eC such that a1^r^a2, a1^s^a3, a1f=a2f=a1g = a3g, and aír=aís. Hence we have that axrt = axst.
\f f¿ax, then a^t = t. Since a± is in the centralizer of/(Lemma 3.1), we have that rt = ra1t = alrt = a1st = sa1t = st. Letting a = alr we conclude that rt=st, rf^a since i^fli, and afh = a1fh = a1gh = agh. Thus ((fh, rt), (gh, st)) e Ü.
If fli^i, then a1^rt^a2 and a1^st^a3 (Lemma 3.1). Clearly a^fh = a2fh = a1gh = a3gh and a1rt = a1st. Therefore ((fh, rt), (gh, st)) e 0>. Thus we conclude that SPA^^ uá=f.
Using the fact that C is in the centralizer of /, we can show similarly that A^^'W. Now fix ((/, r), (g, r)) e 2. and (h, t) e Xx T. There exists aeC such that r £a and af=ag. Hence afh = agh; we have that rt^a since r^a. Thus ((fh, rt), (gh, rt)) eicg'.
That Al^l^tf follows by a similar argument using the fact that X is commutative. Now, let S = (XxT)¡t> and let a be the natural homomorphism taking XxT onto S. Let S' = «({1} x T). Define ß: X^ Xx T by ß(f) = (f, 1) and let fa=a ° ß.
We proceed to show that (S, S', i/>) is a semigroup through X relative to C such that (S', faC) is iseomorphic to (/, fa.
Obviously, S is a compact topological semigroup with identity [2, page 19, Theorem 2.11 ] and S' is a compact subsemigroup of S containing the identity of S Since ip is the composition of two continuous homomorphisms, it is a continuous homomorphism. To see that <fi is actually an iseomorphism, suppose faf) = fag)-Then, ((/, 1), (g, 1) ) e <€. In the case that ((/, 1), (g, 1)) e & there exist c7i, a2, a3eC such that axál<a2, ax^l^a3, and a1f=a2f=a1g = a3g. But l^a2 and l^a3 imply a2 = az= 1, so that/=g. If ((/, 1), (g, 1)) e J then there exists a e C such that aï: 1 and af=ag. Again cz^ 1 implies a= 1 so that/=g. Hence, <j) is an iseomorphism from X into S.
Next we show that (S', faC) is a semigroup through C and that (S', </r|C) is iseomorphic to (/, fa. Define 8: /-*-S' by 8(/) = a(l, r). Clearly, 8 is a continuous homomorphism from T onto S'. Recalling that C is identified with 0(C) in T, (So0)(e) = 8(0(e)) = a(l,0(e)) = a(l,e), whereas (0|C)(e) = (tx oß)(e) = a(e, 1) for each e e C. For a fixed ee Clet ax=e,a2 = e, and a3=\.Then ax^e^a2,ax^l ¿a3, axl=a2l=axe = a3e, and axe = axl, so that ((1, e), (e, 1)) eSP. Therefore, a(],e)
=a(e, 1) and the following diagram is commutative.
5"
Now suppose S(r) = 8(s) for some r, s e T. Then ((1, r), (1, s)) e <#. If ((1, r), (1, j)) £ 9> there exists a1( a2, a3 e C such that ax^r^a2, ax^s^a3, axl=a2l=a3l, and axr=axs. Hence, ax=a2=a3 and r and s are in the same ¿^ class as the idempotent ax. Therefore, ax acts as an identity for r and s, and it follows that r = s. If ((1, r), (1, s) ) e 3, then again r=s. Thus, 8 is an iseomorphism from T onto S", and it follows immediately that (S',if/\C) is a semigroup through C which is iseomorphic to (T, 0).
That 0(A") is contained in the centralizer of S' follows immediately from the fact that jS(A') is contained in the centralizer of {1} x T. Finally, S=<p(X)S' since A-xr=/S(A-)({i}xr).
Therefore, (S, S', 0) is an object in the category ^(X, C, T, </>). It remains to be shown that (S, S', 0) is a universal object in the category.
Fix an object (Sx, S'x, <j>x) in 1>(X, C, T, <f>). Let r¡ be an iseomorphism from (T, 0) onto (S'u 0i | C). Then, the following diagram is commutative.
C -^-> T V S'x
Define y. XxT^-Sx by y(f,r) = ifix(f}n(r). Then y is a homomorphism since 01(A") is contained in the centralizer of S'x. We now show that there is an induced homomorphism 0: S^-Sx such that the following diagram is commutative.
To avoid notational difficulties, 0i(/) and r¡(r) will be denoted by / and f, respectively. We continue to identify C with 0(C) in T. If e e X n T then ee C and ipx(e)=r¡(e). Hence, there is no inconsistency in the use of this notation. [December Suppose ((/, r), (g, s)) e SP. Then, there exist ax, a2, a3eC such that a± ^r^a2, a1rísfía3, a1f=a2f=a1g=a3g, and 0^ = 0^. Since fa(X) is contained in the centralizer of S[, aifúffú ä2f and à^g S gs Ú ä3g.
But ä1f=ä2f=ä1g=ä3g, so that fr and gs are in the same Jf class as äxf. Now, äj is an idempotent and it acts as an identity for a±f. Hence, ax acts as an identity for the 3tf class of äxf. It follows that ff = fräx = fsäx since a^r = axs = gsäx since öi/= a±g = gs.
Therefore, if ((f, r), (g, s) ) e » then y(f, r) = y(g, s). Now suppose ((/, r), (g, s)) e 1. Then r=s and there exists aeC such that a^r and af=ag. From a^r it follows that ar = r so that är = r. Now/ä=ga implies fär=gär which in turn implies fr=gr. Therefore, if ((/, r), (g, s)) e 2. then Y(f r) = y(g, s).
From the two previous paragraphs, the existence of the desired homomorphism 6 is assured. We now show that 6 is a morphism in the category ^(X, C, T, fa). and e\S'-v ,»-».
Hence, 0 is a homomorphism from (S, S', 0) into (Sx, S'x, </>x) such that 0\S' is an iseomorphism from (S', 0|C) onto (S'x, 0i|C). Therefore, (S, S', 0) is a universal object in ^(X, C, T, <f>) and the proof of Theorem 4.1 is complete.
Proof of Corollary 4.1.1. This is an obvious corollary of the theorem and Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Corollary 4.1.2. This follows from the theorem, the obvious fact that (Horm (C, Sx, mxy), 0) is a semigroup straight through C, and the next theorem. Hence, >p(X) = E(S). Since (S', 0|C) is a semigroup straight through C, it follows that if>(C) = E(S') and the proof is complete. Theorem 4.3. If(T, <f> ) is a clan through C then each object in ^(X, C, T, </>) is a clan through X relative to C.
Proof. Let (S, S', 0) be an object in ^(X, C, T, <f>). Then S' is connected since it is homeomorphic to T. Given any fe X, >p(f)S' is connected and contains 0(z) since 0(z)eS". Therefore, U {0(/)5" :feX} = <f>(X)S' = S is connected and the proof is complete.
5. Universal objects in other categories. Definition 5.1. We will denote by ^(C) the category whose objects are clans straight through C. The morphisms are homomorphisms as defined in Definition 3.2.
Definition 5.2. We will denote by ^(X, C) the category whose objects are clans straight through X relative to C. The morphisms are homomorphisms as defined in Definition 4.2.
Theorem 5.1. There exists a universal object in #(C). Definition 6.1. Let S be a clan and let A be a subset of S. Then S is minimal about A if no proper subclan of S contains A. If S is minimal about E(S) then S is called minimal about its idempotents. (By a subclan we mean a clan contained in S with the same identity as S.) Note. A simple maximality argument yields that each clan S contains a subclan minimal about a fixed subset of S.
The proofs of the following two theorems are straightforward and will be omitted.
Theorem 6.1. Let (S, S', 0) and(Sx, S'x, <f>x) be objects of£(X, C). IfSx is minimal about its idempotents then any morphismfrom (S, S', 0) to (Sx, S'x, </>x) is a surmorphism.
Theorem 6.2. Let S be an abelian clan, minimal about its idempotents, and let >js be the injection ofE(S) into S. Let Tbea subclan of S containing the idempotent of the minimal ideal of S such that (T, <p\E(T)) is a semigroup through E(T). Then (S, T, 0) is an object of both ^(E(S), E(T), T, 0) andcß(E(S), E(T)), where 0 is the injection ofE(T) into T. Theorem 6.3 (Hofmann and Mostert) . Let S be a clan with abelian set of idempotents. Let 1 be the identity of S and let z be the idempotent in the minimal ideal of S. If S is minimal about {1, z} then S is abelian.
One might reasonably ask the question "If 5 is a clan with abelian set of idempotents and S is minimal about its idempotents, must S be abelian?" The following example answers this question in the negative. [2, page 27] , the group of units of Split (G, T) is G x {0(e, 1)}. Let S be the semigroup obtained by sewing the minimal ideal of a one-parameter semigroup winding on the circle [3, p. 286] to G x {<j>(e, I)} in T and multiplying in the obvious manner. (This semigroup S is iseomorphic to GHorm (X, Sx, mxy) where X={0,e, 1}, S0 = G, Se = Split (G, T), Sx is the oneparameter semigroup winding on the circle, and mxy is the obvious homomorphism for each x^y.) Then, it is not difficult to show that 5 is a clan with abelian set of idempotents and S is minimal about its idempotents. However, S is not abelian.
Finally, we pose the following question raised by C. E. Clark in an oral communication : If S is a clan with abelian set of idempotents, S is minimal about its idempotents, and £'(5') is a chain, must S be abelian ?
